Angle Park
Thursday 9th July 2020

Stewards: J Evans, J Jones, M Hermann, M Macdonald
Veterinary Surgeon: Dr G Moore
Late Scratchings: PREMIER DOUBLE (R6) WEIGHT VARIATION 10 DAYS

Race 1  SKY RACING (SA OWNED) STAKE 515m Grade 5S
-DYNA VIRION was slow to begin. On the first turn HELLO I’M JADE ran onto the heels of JERVOIS BOY then HELLO I’M JADE moved out checking VOSSY shortly after GOLLY GUMDROPS moved out checking HELLO I’M JADE. Turning into the back straight GOLLY GUMDROPS moved out checking HELLO I’M JADE and VOSSY.
-VOSSY was vetted after the race, reported to be injured and was stood down for 10 days.

Race 2  MCQUEENS TAVERN MAIDEN STAKE 515m Maiden
-A swab sample was taken from the winner COORONG CASH. Shortly after the start SPOFFORTH ran onto the heels of ZINFANDEL OOMPA then GOLDEN DELTA moved down checking BANJO RILEY. On the first turn BANJO RILEY moved out checking GOLDEN DELTA. Turning into the back straight SPOFFORTH moved out severely checking ZINFANDEL OOMPA turning it sideways. ZINFANDEL OOMPA took several strides to regain its balance then BANJO RILEY moved out checking ZINFANDEL OOMPA.
-ZINFANDEL OOMPA was vetted after the race with no injury detected.

Race 3  SENTRACK ON THE SEN APP (1 WIN) STAKE 515m Grade 6
-Entering the back straight COORONG NUGGET moved down checking VELOCITY BOTTINO and UNLEASH THUNDER. Turning off the back straight UNLEASH THUNDER lost ground appearing injured. Turning into the home straight VICTA JESS raced wide.
-UNLEASH THUNDER was vetted after the race, reported to be injured and was stood down for 14 days.

Race 4  BGC INDUSTRIAL CLEANING SUPPLIES STAKE 515m Grade 6
-On the first turn SZUBANSKI FURY moved out checking FABS YOU GO then DOUBLE VISION ran onto the heels of SZUBANSKI FURY. Entering the back straight LIKE A SLUG checked around the heels of FABS YOU GO. Along the back straight FABS YOU GO raced wide. Turning off the back straight STRIKING SUCCESS checked around the heels of FABS YOU GO.
-LIKE A SLUG was vetted after the race with no injury detected.
-SZUBANSKI FURY was vetted after the race, reported to be injured and was stood down for 14 days.

Race 5  YOU. ME. 6 WEEKS. (0-4 WINS N/P) MIXED SERIES FINAL 600m SE
-A swab sample was taken from the winner SHANLYN HAVEN. DASHING MICKEY was slow to begin. On the first turn VONTAE MACK moved down making contact with SPRINGVALE ANNA. Turning into the back straight SPRINGVALE ISSY raced wide. Turning into the home straight SHANLYN HAVEN raced wide then CORRYONG MCLAREN and VONTAE MACK made contact.

Race 6  KURT DONSBERG PHOTOGRAPHY STAKE 515m Grade 5
-On the first turn RED ARAMIS moved down checking I’M TOP GIRL, VICTA CALEB and SKETCHY GUN. Turning off the back straight CROWDZA JUMPIN’ moved down checking SKETCHY GUN.

Race 7  GIDDY-UP MIXED STAKE 600m Mixed 6/5
-BALBOA FURY was slow to begin. Along the back straight BALBOA FURY checked around the heels of ERRINGTON and raced wide. There were no further racing incidents to report.

Race 8  ACCELL THERAPY MIXED STAKE 515m Mixed 2/3/4
-A swab sample was taken from the winner SHADOW MIST. Shortly after the start FLY FOR FUN moved down checking IT’S A RIOT and BETTER DREAM causing BETTER DREAM to be turned sideways. On the first turn BETTER DREAM moved out checking FLY FOR FUN and VICTA BORIS. Turning into the back straight HOT SOPHIE eased appearing injured and dropped back sharply inconveniencing the run of LONG GULLY BARNY.
-HOT SOPHIE was vetted after the race, reported to be injured and was stood down for 180 days.
Race 9    ONLY AT THE DOGS FREE FOR ALL    600m    FFA

-A swab sample was taken from the winner COORONG LUCY.
TOORA ZIGGY was slow to begin. Turning into the home straight on the first occasion WEST ON BAMBOO moved out checking TAMMY PARKER. Turning off the back straight TAMMY PARKER moved down checking WEST ON BAMBOO.

Race 10    SECURE RACING LOGISTICS STAKE    515m    Grade 6

-A swab sample was taken from the winner CALLANISH SPRITE.
On the first turn BARMH MCLAREN moved out checking EURO FABIO, FOXY CRUISER and THREATEN causing EURO FABIO to run onto the heels of and drag down FOXY CRUISER. Turning into the back straight OUR BOY WOLF moved out checking SPRINGVALE ORTIZ causing SPRINGVALE ORTIZ to be turned sideways. Turning off the back straight THREATEN moved down making contact with ANGELO’S ENTITY on multiple occasions.
-SPRINGVALE ORTIZ was vetted after the race with no injury detected.
-FOXY CRUISER was vetted after the race with no injury detected.

Race 11    GAP SA FREE FOR ALL    731m    FFA

-There were no racing incidents to report.

Race 12    @THEDOGSSA STAKE    515m    Grade 5

-Approaching the winning post DANYO’S ROSIE moved out checking ALLINGA LILY. On the first turn HOT SPARTAN moved out checking HAMMY TIME and TONY’S SPARK and HOT SPARTAN raced wide. Along the back straight AMERICAN MAN raced wide.
-TONY’S SPARK was vetted after the race with no injury detected.

* Published subject to correction upon revision